The time evolution in open quantum systems, such as a molecular aggregate in contact with a thermal bath, still poses a complex and challenging problem. The influence of the thermal noise can be treated using a plethora of schemes, several of which decompose the corresponding correlation functions in terms of weighted sums of exponential functions. One such scheme is based on the hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM), which is built using only certain forms of bath correlation functions. In the case where the environment is described by a complex spectral density or is at a very low temperature, approaches utilizing the exponential decomposition become very inefficient. Here we utilize an alternative decomposition scheme for the bath correlation function based on Chebyshev polynomials and Bessel functions to derive a hierarchical equations of motion approach up to an arbitrary order in the environmental coupling. These hierarchical equations are similar in structure to the popular exponential HEOM scheme, but are formulated using the derivatives of the Bessel functions. The proposed scheme is tested up to the fourth order in perturbation theory for a two-level system and compared to benchmark calculations for the case of zero-temperature quantum Ohmic and super-Ohmic noise. Furthermore, the benefits and shortcomings of the present Chebyshev-based hierarchical equations are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
An accurate description of quantum dissipation continues to be formidable challenge.
While various reduced density matrix (RDM) based schemes [1] [2] [3] can account for the external influences, e.g., from a protein environment, on the excitation energy transfer in systems such as pigment-protein complexes, there exist only a few methods that can accurately tackle arbitrary intra-system and system-environment couplings [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . One way to determine the RDM dynamics is via quantum master equations (QMEs). The latter methods, however, can usually only account for the lowest orders in the system-bath interaction due to their complex and very tedious extension to higher orders. This limitation is not present in the well-known hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) approach 4,10-14 first formulated by Tanimura and Kubo 4 for bosonic environments. The HEOM scheme employs a possibly infinite hierarchy of auxiliary density operators (ADO) to generate arbitrary orders of system-bath coupling in a systematic and iterative fashion. Thus, in principle the HEOM approach allows for an exact treatment of the system-bath interaction and can be used to obtain exact solutions for the energy and charge transfer in systems such as light-harvesting complexes for arbitrary system-bath coupling strengths. The hierarchy has theoretically an infinite number of terms and may be truncated at a finite level depending on the strength of the system-environment coupling. For the case of low temperatures 15, 16 , certain approximations can render the HEOM computationally highly efficient 17 . Although the HEOM scheme remains one of the most powerful and well-known approaches, it is computationally expensive for larger systems, and depending on the chosen parameters, may require huge amounts of computer memory and large amounts of computation time. GPU implementations 18 of the HEOM provide a considerable improvement in computation time, but due to GPU memory limitations the approach is usually constricted to systems composed of only a few chromophores. HEOM implementations on parallel computers 19 and/or in a distributed memory fashion might render the scheme applicable to larger systems 20 .
The standard HEOM equations can only be constructed for specific forms of the environment correlation functions. Typically the hierarchical linkages are built using an exponential form of the correlation function, i.e., the correlation functions are represented as weighted sums of exponential functions. This scheme is also termed exponential decomposition approach 12, 19, 21 . However, using the exponential decomposition implies that the corresponding spectral densities of the environment are generally restricted to certain specific forms such as the one composed of Lorentzian functions and the Bose-Einstein function is approximated by a series expansion such as the Matsubara series. This fitting procedure of a given spectral density in terms of Lorentzian functions can be complicated in practice 22 while numerical techniques such as least-squares solver may be employed to minimize the error of the Lorentzian reconstruction. The Ohmic spectral density, for instance, can be decomposed into a sum of Lorentzian functions 23 . For realistic spectral densities such as those extracted from atomistic simulations, the spectral density can exhibit a highly nonlinear behavior and cannot be represented accurately using a finite sum Lorentzian functions. To overcome this obstacle, schemes to fit certain classes of functions better suited to mimic super-Ohmic behavior do exist 24 . However, the complications regarding the fitting procedures only escalate especially when reconstructing experimentally or numerically obtained spectral densities, which, at least for certain systems, show sharply varying energy profiles 25, 26 .
As an alternative to the regular exponential decomposition method and the corresponding Lorentzian expansion of the spectral density, an extended version of the HEOM scheme was presented by Tang and co-workers 27 where a complete set of orthonormal functions is introduced to expand the bath correlation function. The HEOM is then constructed using auxiliary fields composed of these orthonormal functions. This expansion of the correlation function allows the extended HEOM to be usable for the zero-temperature case where the original exponential HEOM version faces an extreme numerical inefficiency. It is also possible, however, as we show in this work, that a hierarchically linked set of equations be built using the Chebyshev decomposition scheme [28] [29] [30] . If the bath correlation function is expanded in terms of Chebyshev polynomials and Bessel functions instead of exponentially decaying functions, the derivatives of Bessel functions allow the construction of a set of hierarchical equations which are similar in structure to the exponential decomposition based HEOM. This Chebyshev decomposed HEOM scheme (C-HEOM) has the clear advantage that no expansion of the spectral density of the environment is necessary and any kind of environmental spectral density can be incorporated into the scheme in an exact manner.
Furthermore, all temperatures can be simulated at the exact same numerical cost. The
Chebyshev decomposition has been previously applied to the second-tier truncation of the 40, 41 . The quantities of the system of interest, e.g., the RDM of the system can be estimated by the partial trace over the bath degrees of freedom. Alternatively using path integral-based methods 42 , the time evolution of the RDM can then be calculated by, e.g., the quasi-adiabatic propagator path integral (QUAPI) 43 or the stochastic path integral 44 .
The HEOM formalism may be derived using the path integral approach utilizing the Feynman-Vernon influence functional formalism 4, [10] [11] [12] 45 , or alternatively, by separating the system and bath degrees of freedom via stochastic fields as shown by Shao et al. 13, 14 , leading to the same equations of motion in both cases. While the latter approach dissociates the system and bath degrees of freedom using stochastic fields, in this work we utilize the former. In the present study the HEOM approach based on the the Chebyshev decomposition is derived from scratch utilizing the path integral formalism and then applied to some test cases. To this end, the article is organized as follows. In the subsequent section the 
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN
In the theory of open quantum systems, the Hamiltonian of a composite system is usually considered to be composed of three constituent parts,
i.e., the total Hamiltonian H(t) is split into the relevant system Hamiltonian, H S (t), for the molecular aggregate, and the thermal bath Hamiltonian, H R , while H SR represents the system-reservoir coupling Hamiltonian. The system Hamiltonian is assumed to be of the tight-binding type and, for example, for light-harvesting complexes one usually restricts oneself to the single-exciton manifold. In this case, the basis states of the system |i mimic potential states of single excitons. The ground state without any excitation, |0 , is usually not considered in these models. In general, the system is assumed to be composed of N sites with site energies E i at site i. Sites i and j interact via couplings, V ij . Each site may thus be coupled to any other site. The Hamiltonian of the N -site system in tight-binding description can be written as
For the case of exciton transfer it is possible to calculate the exciton energies and the electronic couplings using the electronic structure of the system constituents. The resulting information may then be used to parameterize the above mentioned tight-binding model 25, 26 .
The thermal reservoir is described by the Bose-Einstein statistics
and is given as a sum of displaced harmonic oscillators. The system-reservoir coupling
Hamiltonian H SR can be written as a sum of products of system, K j , and bath operators, Φ j . Since we have excitonic systems in mind as applications, the system operators are assumed to be site diagonal for excitonic systems
In the above equation, x ξ denotes the displacements of the harmonic bath coordinates ξ and c jξ the system-reservoir coupling strengths. The operator K j = |j j|, i. e., the projector onto site j, described the system part of the system-reservoir coupling. This choice insures that an interaction between the system and the environment at site j exists only if the site hosts an excitation. This description is limited to situations in which each site has an independent thermal bath that is uncorrelated to the bath modes from other sites.
The Chebyshev approach outlined below can be extended to other types of system-bath interactions in a straightforward manner.
III. CHEBYSHEV DECOMPOSITION OF THE CORRELATION

FUNCTIONS
In this section, we follow the line of reasoning presented in earlier studies [28] [29] [30] 
The correlation functions play a major role inside the auxiliary density operators (ADOs),
, which appear inside the definition of the influence functional given in Eq. 16 below and are defined as
where U S (t, τ ) denotes the time-evolution operator of the system. The next step is to expand the exponential term inside the Fourier kernel in Eq. 5 by using the Jacobi-Anger identity 47 given by
where T k and J k denote the Chebyshev polynomials and the Bessel functions of the first kind, respectively. Consequently, the correlation functions can be written as
where δ 0,k denotes the Kronecker delta function. Moreover, in Eq. (8) the time-dependent quantities C k (t) as well as the time-independent integrals I j,k are defined and grouped separately. The time-independent quantities I j,k need to be calculated once at the start of a simulation, while the time-dependent part of the correlation functions resides in the expression for C k (t). Moreover, it is clear that no assumptions were made regarding the form of spectral densities or on the Bose-Einstein distribution, hence on the involved temperature.
Thus, such an expansion is able to embed complex spectral densities and handle low temperatures. The Chebyshev polynomials of higher orders, i. e., larger values of k, show a strongly oscillating behavior not easily amenable to standard techniques of numerical integration. To this end, the use of a property of the Chebyshev polynomials, T k (cos(Θ)) = cos(Θ), renders the integrals, I j,k , to the general form f (x) · cos(ωx), a form that can easily be dealt with using specifically designed integration subroutines from the QUADPACK library 48 .
The central idea of the exponential decomposition used in formulating the QME or the HEOM is to decompose the correlation functions into a sum of exponential functions 46 , typically formulated in conjunction with a complex-pole expansion of the Bose-Einstein distribution. This feature allows for writing the time derivatives of the partial correlation functions in terms of themselves, enabling the formation of closed forms of equations. To achieve the latter goal, one can avail an interesting, comparable property 47 of the derivatives of the Bessel functions of the first kind that appear inside the time-dependent part of the bath correlation function in Eq. (8)
Since the derivatives of a certain order of Bessel functions can be written as a sum of Bessel functions of its nearest-order neighbours, the time derivative of C k (t) = J k (Ωt)e −iωt can be written as
where the derivative of C k (t) can be seen to be related to itself and its nearest-order neighbours. This expression is the key point utilized in the derivation of the C-HEOM.
Using the Chebyshev expansion one can rewrite Eq. (6) as
Thus, the Λ j (t) are dissociated into time-independent and time-dependent parts, and the quantities Λ j,k (t) now carry the time-dependence. Their defining expression, Eq. 11, can be differentiated in a straightforward manner and used together with the relation in Eq. (10) to construct a hierarchically linked set of equations. For practical purposes, the infinite sum over the partial ADOs, Λ j,k (t), needs to be truncated at a finite order K ch . As detailed in 
IV. CHEBYSHEV EXPANSION APPLIED TO HEOM
In order to derive a HEOM version based on the Chebyshev decomposition, we start, in analogy to the derivation of the exponential HEOM 45 with the time evolution of the reduced density matrix, ρ S (t), obtained by applying the time evolution operator to the density matrix at t 0 ,
The Liouville space propagator,Ũ(t, t 0 ), depends on the system part as well as the systembath interaction part of the total system. To factorize the total system or to separate the system and bath DOFs, the Feynman-Vernon influence functional formalism 50 needs to be utilized by rewritingŨ(t, t 0 ) in the path integral formalism. The time evolution operator U (t, t 0 ) in path integral representation is given by
where α denotes arbitrary paths in phase space with the respective fixed starting and ending points α 0 and α t . The action functional S total [α] describes the evolution of the total system but can be decomposed into system, bath, and system-bath interaction parts. The time evolution of the full density matrix in path integral formalism therefore reads
= U(α, α , t; α 0 , α 0 , t 0 )ρ α 0 ,α 0 ,t 0
By tracing over the bath DOFs one gets
In this expression the Feynman-Vernon influence functional F(α, α ) represents the systembath interaction 50 . We note in passing that it is of course important to maintain the order of the terms in Liouville space as, for instance, the time evolution operator and the density operator do not commute. Employing the Caldeira-Leggett model for the system-bath interaction and using a single system operator K, the influence functional can be written as (adopting an arbitrary Liouville space representation α = (α, α ))
In the above, the symbol × denotes a commutator.
Taking the time derivative of ρ S (t) leads to an equation of motion describing the time evolution of the system in connection with the external bath. Therefore, the derivative of the time evolution operator defined earlier, U(α t , α t , t; α 0 , α 0 , t 0 ), needs to be evaluated.
This operator U(α t , α t , t; α 0 , α 0 , t 0 ) basically contains the influence functional F(α, α ) and the time derivatives of the action term describing the evolution of the unperturbed system, given by
while the time derivative of influence functional, containing the influence of the system-bath interaction, can be written as
To evaluate the above expression further, one needs to introduce the so-called auxiliary influence functional (AIF) F 1 so that
A solution in a closed form, i.e., an exact solution can only be obtained by taking the derivatives of F up to n th order. This approach leads to an infinite number of equations of motion for a hierarchical set of auxiliary influence functionals F n . In the present study, the Chebyshev decomposition scheme is utilized to find a closed solution to the above problem by deriving hierarchically linked equations of motion of the auxiliary density matrices. As mentioned earlier, the starting point in the Chebyshev decomposition is the utilization of the Chebyshev polynomials and Bessel functions to express the bath correlation function in terms of a time dependent and independent part, i.e., C j (t) = I j,n C j,n (t). Feynman showed 50 that by employing stochastic bath variables that obey Gaussian statistics, the bath averaged influence functional can be written in terms of the bath correlation function C j (t − τ )
where
Taking the time derivative of the influence functional, Eq. 20, one gets
Finally, using the Chebyshev form of the bath correlation functions, i.e.,
At this point we introduce auxiliary influence functionals
Using these auxiliaries, the time derivative of the influence functional can be rewritten as
To be able to proceed, one needs to calculate the derivative of F j 1 (t) for which the auxiliaries F j 1 (t) are now written also as decomposed into time-independent and time-dependent parts
Subsequently, one employs the time derivatives of
Thus, the derivative of F j 1 [α(t)] can be written as 
inside the sum and identifying already defined operators in the resulting equations, one gets
The final form of the first-tier ADM is therefore given by
Time derivatives of the second-tier AIF which can be found in the above derivative of the first-tier AIF and are defined is as follows
Using the simplified notation F[α(t)] = F(t) and noting that the (n) in the superscript denotes the level of the hierarchy while the k in the subscript denotes the Chebyshev poly-nomials, the general form of the AIF is given by
Here m denotes the site index, and Λ jm (t) is given as
The time derivative of the general form, or the n-th tier of the AIF, can be calculated to yield
The obtained infinite hierarchy of influence functionals leads to an infinite hierarchy of auxiliary reduced density matrices
where the auxiliary time evolution operator U n is obtained by replacing the influence functional F in Eq. 15 by the corresponding auxiliary influence functional F n . The time evolution of the RDM and the ADMs can thus be expressed in terms of a system of coupled differential equations
where L S • = [H S , •] denotes the Liouville superoperator.
Since the above HEOM has potentially infinite orders, for practical purposes it needs to be truncated at a certain level of hierarchy. Different truncation schemes 46,51-53 exist that cut the HEOM at a specific level of hierarchy with the resulting equations corresponding to different orders of perturbative QMEs. Truncating the HEOM equations at a given level n results in the perturbation order N = 2n. If the ADOs whose level is higher than n are simply discarded, one obtains the so-called time-nonlocal truncation. For n = 1 one gets the second-order TNL QME 52 . This truncation scheme has been shown for several test cases to lead to spurious oscillations in the population dynamics. Another scheme developed by Xu and Yan yields the time-local approximation 51 for the leading tier of the HEOM. With regard to truncating the Chebyshev HEOM, this amounts to approximating the term of the leading tier using the following equation
Below we will denote the first-tier HEOM which is second order in the system-bath coupling as TL2 and TNL2 for the time-local and the time-nonlocal truncation schemes, respectively.
The second-tier variants which are fourth order in system-bath coupling will be denoted as TL4 and TNL4. In an earlier study 29 , the C-HEOM TL2 has also been termed CDTL, i.e., Chebyshev decomposition time-local (second-order in system-bath coupling).
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following we apply the Chebyshev-HEOM scheme to calculate the dynamics of a dissipative two-level model system. This setup has been extensively studied as a benchmark system [54] [55] [56] . At higher temperatures, the dephasing in this and similar models can even reasonably be described by classical noise 56, 57 . In the following, we show and discuss results for the population dynamics obtained using the first and the second tier of the time-nonlocal (TNL2 and TNL4) as well as the time-local truncation (TL2 and TL4) of the C-HEOM together with converged results calculated using the exponentially decomposed HEOM as well as the ML-MCTDH 40,41 schemes. Some calculations using the Chebyshev decomposition in a 2nd-order scheme that have been presented in a previous study 29 are also included.
In the model considered, each of the two sites, with site energies E 1 and E 2 and coupling elements V 12 = V 21 , is coupled to its own independent phonon bath, each of which is assumed to have the same spectral density. While the C-HEOM can handle any kind of an energy distribution or spectral density of the bath, as a first test case we employ a Drude-Lorentz form of the system-bath coupling so that the scheme can be tested against the exponential HEOM. Thereafter, we employ an Ohmic spectral density and compare C-HEOM results with the ML-MCTDH scheme, followed by a super-Ohmic spectral density that we employ to show the capabilities of the C-HEOM.
A. Drude-Lorentz Spectral Density
The Drude-Lorentz form of the spectral density is given by
with the real parameters γ and λ. Since each bath is connected to its own thermal bath, the spectral densities could vary but for simplicity we assume that the system-bath coupling is the same for all sites. The parameter γ denotes the inverse correlation time and determines the width of the function, while the parameter λ denotes the reorganization energy and determines the amplitude of the function. For the simulations shown in this section the correlation time is chosen to be 1/γ = 100 fs, the electronic coupling V 12 = V 21 = 100 cm −1 while the temperature T is set to 300 K. Two different configurations of the site energies are chosen for the test below. Fig. 1 shows the case where the the site energies are equal, i.e., E 1 = E 2 , while Fig. 2 shows a biased case where the energy of the one site is higher than that of the other one, i.e., E 1 − E 2 = 100 cm The population dynamics that are converged in the system-bath coupling are obtained by increasing the number of tiers utilized in the HEOM scheme until no change in the dynamics is visible anymore. The larger the reorganization energy, the higher the number of tiers in the HEOM scheme required to achieve convergence.
For the case of equal site energies, i.e., E 1 = E 2 , one can see that for the lowest reorganization energy, the agreement between all approaches and tiers is good. Since the influence of the bath on the system is very low, even the second-order perturbative treatment of the system-bath coupling can account for the effects of the environment correctly. longer times, while the TL2 and TNL2 C-HEOM seem to decay to the correct equilibrium values. This indicates that using more tiers of the HEOM does not necessarily provide better results, i.e., results closer to the converged dynamics. As convergence is not achieved by neither the first nor the second-tier approaches, the accuracy of the results is difficult to assess. Before convergence is achieved, different tiers could behave differently, a higher one not necessarily being better than the lower ones, and each may show its own peculiar behavior. Successive tiers of the HEOM may show convergence to a particular converged value for a chosen, specific set of parameters, but might behave completely different in another parameter regime. Overall one can see that the TL4 or TNL4 C-HEOM scheme, which represent the fourth order in perturbation theory, do perform better only for a small range of system-bath coupling strength. For low to intermediate coupling strengths, the second tier or fourth order can be seen to perform better than the second order schemes, but for higher values of the reorganization energy one needs an enlarged number of tiers of the HEOM in order to achieve convergence. We want to re-iterate that the TNL2 as well as TNL4 results are obtained both from the Chebyshev version of the HEOM as well as the exponential scheme and are equal (data not shown). Thus, we can conclude that the presented C-HEOM approach is a valid scheme and provides the same results as the E-HEOM for scenarios in which both of them can be applied without further approximations.
In this work we conducted simulations only for the second tier truncation of the C-HEOM, which can in principle be extended to higher tiers. Memory constraints would not allow the extension of the scheme to a high number of tiers and thus the formalism may be inapplicable to strong coupling regimes unless the computational load is somehow reduced by, for example, implementing the C-HEOM scheme on parallel processing units.
B. Ohmic Spectral Density
Next we apply the time-local versions TL2 and TL4 as well as the time non-local version TNL2 of the C-HEOM approach to the dissipative dynamics in two level systems at zero temperature. In this case, the system is in contact with a bosonic bath that is described by an Ohmic spectral density given by
As a benchmark we utilize the ML-MCTDH approach 40, 41 to provide converged results of quantum dissipative dynamics as reported in Ref. 27 . This test is carried out in order to further demonstrate the capability and reliability of the C-HEOM formalism. Specifically, it should be shown that the numerical cost of the C-HEOM remains constant at all temperatures, including T = 0 K, a property that sets the C-HEOM completely apart from the exponential HEOM. With decreasing temperature the exponential HEOM requires more terms from the Matsubara or Pade expansion to achieve convergence and to accurately obtain the dynamics. Thus, at low temperatures the application of the exponential HEOM is severely limited. While the extended HEOM formalism 27 is expected to be available at an arbitrary temperature under the condition that a proper expansion set is applied, the C-HEOM is available at all temperatures without any accompanying restrictions.
As in the previous section, two different configurations of the site energies have been chosen. Figure 3 shows the equal site energy case, i.e., E 1 = E 2 , while Fig. 4 shows the biased case where the energy of the first site is higher, i.e., E 1 − E 2 = 100 cm −1 . The initial population of site 1 is again set to one. The calculations have been performed using the C-HEOM approach for different sets of parameters ∆, i.e., the coupling strength between the sites, and λ, the reorganization energy. The same parameters sets as in Ref. 27 were selected to be able to compare to the converged ML-MCTDH results.
For the cases with the largest inter-site coupling, i.e., ∆ = 100 cm A bias was applied to the site energies, i.e., ∆E = E 1 -E 2 = 100 cm −1 .
C. Super-Ohmic Spectral Density
To obtain a spectral density with a super-Ohmic character, we utilize the following function, setting the value of s to 4
According to the value of s, the spectral density given above can be classified into three categories • 0 < s < 1 : sub-Ohmic;
• s = 1 : Ohmic;
• s > 1 : super-Ohmic:
While the Ohmic spectral density (s = 1) has been thoroughly investigated by analytical and numerical approaches, the dynamics for the sub-Ohmic (0< s < 1) and especially for the super-Ohmic (s > 1) cases are less thoroughly understood 58, 59 . Using the C-HEOM, the super-Ohmic case can be studied at the numerical cost of other simpler spectral densities, even at zero temperature. In Fig. 5 we show results using the TL2 and TL4 schemes as well as TNL2 using the C-HEOM approach for a two-site system at zero temperature attached to a super-Ohmic environment. To this end, we study the above system for two different values of reorganization energy λ. The parameter ω c is kept at 10 ps −1 , while the electronic coupling is set at V 12 = V 21 = 100 cm −1 . For λ = 2 cm −1 one obtains no difference between the aforementioned tiers tested here, thus for low reorganization energies one obtains converged results using even the second order in perturbation theory. This is shown in Fig. 5 by the curves showing low damping. Moreover,we tested the initial tiers of the C-HEOM for a reorganization energy λ = 30 cm −1 shown in Fig. 5 by the lines that show a higher damping.
As can be seen, the TL2 findings slightly deviates from the TL4 ones. As evident from the previous section, for larger ω c , i.e., 100 cm −1 , the second tier of the C-HEOM has more or less converged to the accurate results of the ML-MCTDH approach for λ = 80cm −1 ). It is therefore reasonable to assume that the results here for λ = 30cm −1 are not far from convergence.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a new hierarchical equations of motion scheme by employing the Chebyshev decomposition of the bath correlation functions. The C-HEOM approach forms an extension of the already reported work for the second-order QME 29 which is identical to the first-tier C-HEOM approach. Here we have derived the general formula for calculating the C-HEOM to any number of tiers and presented numerical results for the first and second tier truncation of the C-HEOM. We note that the simulation time using the C-HEOM scales linearly with the number of Chebyshev polynomials utilized in the expansion of the bath correlation functions. With regard to the second-order QME, this restriction does not create any numerical hindrance since the sizes of the involved matrices are small. In fact, for moderate simulation times the Chebyshev based QME, i.e., TL2
C-HEOM, approach in general takes up to two orders of magnitude less time to generate 
The C-HEOM scheme has a bottleneck in the above mentioned scaling and is thus only Secondly that it does so at no numerical penalty. This unique set of properties of the C-HEOM approach renders it preferable to the original HEOM for systems with low to intermediate coupling strengths.
As the number of tiers needed to obtain converged exciton dynamics increases with the system-bath coupling strength, higher coupling strengths can only be dealt with using higher tiers of the hierarchy. It is possible, however, to implement the C-HEOM on highly parallel processing units. This would allow the C-HEOM to be used for higher coupling strengths and/or to obtain the dynamics for longer simulation times. Complex spectral densities obtained from experiments 62, 63 or from a combination of classical molecular dynamics simulations and quantum chemical calculations 25, 26 that show complex structures that cannot be reproduced by sum of Lorentzian functions 64 may be treated accurately using higher tiers of the C-HEOM approach. Work in this direction is in progress.
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VIII. APPENDIX
If the hierarchy is terminated at the level n = 0 using the above approximation on gets the usual second-order TL formalism 29, 46 . Setting n to 2, which refers to second-tier truncation of the HEOM, and using a two-site system (j = 2) as an example, the zeroth tier reads
while the first tier reads
(1)
The TNL truncated second tier can be written as
Note that one does not need ρ (n+) for the TL truncation and the full fourth-order, TL4, results can be obtained with the following equations
